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Perturbative many-body approaches to finite nuclei* 

M Hjorth-Jensen, T. Engeland, A. Holt and E. Osnes 
Department of Physics, University of Oslo, 

Box 1048 Blindern, N-0316 Oslo 3, Norway 

Abstract 

In this work wc discuss various approaches to the effective interaction appropriate for 
linne nuclei. The methods we review are the folded-diagram method of Kuo and co-workers 
anil the summation of the folded diagrams as advocated by Lee and Su/.uki. Examples 
of applications 10 >./-shell nuclei from previous works arc discussed together with hitherto 
unpublished results Vor nuclei in the j>f-shell. Since wc find the method or Lee and Suzuki 
to yield the hest converged results, we apply this method to calculate ihe effective interaction 
for nuclei in the /./-shell. To calculate this effective interaction we have used three recent 
versions of the Bonn meson-exchange potential model. These versions are titled to the same 
sei ol (kila and differ only in the strength of the tensor force. The importance of the lauer 
tor limit nuclei is also discussed. 

1 Introduction 

The cvaluaimn ol the shell-model effective inleraclion bclwecn itucleons in nuclei is one of the 
mosi fundamental problems m nuclear many-body theory. Several ihcnrciical studies have been 
presented ihruugliout the lasl three decades, and among these studies, perturbativc appniachcs 
have been much lavured 11. 2. 1|. though due to the exceedingly complicated character of the 
nuclear mam body problem, there are still many problems which need further investigations. 

Starling Irnm the pionecnng work of Kuo and Brown [4|. we attempt in tins contribution 
at reviewing the periurhative approaches developed by Kuo and en workers, sec e.g. ref. | 3 | 
lor a tutorial review, and to discuss their qualities and merits in applications to nuclear physics. 
Pertinent to these approaches is the partial summation ol a subset ol terms which appear in 
the pcnurbativc expansion ol the elleclive interaction. The lenns wc reier to arc Ihc s<> called 
lolded diagrams, originally introduced by Rrandou |5). which arise due to the removal of I he 
dependence ol the perturbation expansion on the exact energy ol the nuclear hamiltonian. 

This work is then organized a.s follows: In the next section we discuss the nucleoli nudcon 
tNNl interaction in the light of modem meson exchange potential models, and techniques to 
calculate the nut.tear reaction matrix '.' lor both nuclear mailer and limte nuclei. The (.'-matrix 
is introduced to render tlie intractable rcpuNiviiy ol the NN interaction at short distances suitable 
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tor the above mentioned pcrturbaiive techniques. Moreover, we will also in this section discuss 
how properties of the bare NN interaction, such as the much debated strength of the tensor 
force, are reflected in calculations of nuclear expectation values. Section three is fully devoted 
to a discussion on perturbation theory and die summation of the so-called folded diagrams. As 
examples of applications to nuclear structure problems, wc review die results for .irf-shcll nuclei 
presented in ref. [ft|. In section four wc present hitherto unpublished results for nuclei with two 
and more valence nudeons in the /)/-shcll, employing the perturbativc methods to be discussed 
in section three. In this section wc employ three recent version of Ihc Bonn mcson-exchangc 
potentials described in tabic A.2 of rcf. (7| which arc (it to the same set of scattering data, and as 
.such these results differ from previously reported results by us JJJJ for /;/-shell nuclei. FinaJJy, 
in section live, sonic conclusions arc drawn. 

2 The Nucleon-Nucleon interaction and the G'-matrix 

In nuclear mans hod v calculations, the lirst problem one is confronicd with is the fact dial the 
repulsive cure ol the NN poteniial I is unsuitable for perturbalivc approaches. 

N^X/X/^ + ;; + 

Figure I lhiiK''ii"i'Httti»iil representation nf the tunlcar mutton m,itn\ <,' Dm- io the nan 
pertwhatwc t hanu let of the /Hire tntcrat (ion \ . the partu Uw mu.\t i/itcitii t virtually with each 
other an it/hit/ai \ number <>/ times in nnlcr t>> of nam a finite reiu timt mattn f,' which is stutahlc 
pit it prrtu/htitnc neatment 

This problem is however ov. .orne h> introducing the reaction in.iinv '. '. displayed by way 
<<t the summation >>l i he ladder type ol diagrams in hg I. which accounts lor ihe effects ot two 
mulei'ii loirclatioiis Die ' . nuinx is m e n hv die solution ol (he He I he (iokktnnc equal ton 

, . I . 1 Q i . , 1 . 

where _ is the cnerev ol the interacting nueIcons in a medium and I is (he hare NN rxHcnlial. 
Here we luve assumed thai ihe energy ot ihe intemiediale stales ian he replaced hy the free 
kinctk speitrum / . MIKC those siaies are predominancy ol high emulation energy Tlic operator 
tj i.oinmonl\ ret erred lo a\ the I'auh operator, is a projection operator which prevents ihc 
mier.ii.tini; IHKIcons to he Maltered inio suies ouupied by oilier nm Icons In itnv seelum wc 
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discuss briefly the NN potential V* in terms of meson exchange. Furthermore, solutions to eq. 
(I) for both nuclear matter and finite nuclei are discussed by way of selected examples. 

2.1 T h e o n e - b o s o n - e x c h a n g e p i c t u r e 

Since quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is commonly accepted as the theory of the strong in
teraction, the NN interaction V is then completely determined by the underlying quark-quark 
dynamics in QCD. However, due to the non-perturbative character of QCD at low energies, 
one is still far from a quantitative understanding of the NN interaction from the QCO point of 
view. This problem is circumvented by introducing models inherent of some of the properties of 
QCD, such as confinement and crural symmetry breaking. One of the most used models is the 
so-called bag model, where a crucial questions is the si /e of the radius (/r") of the confining bag. 
If the si/c of the hag radius is chosen as in the "Little bag" (/? < 0.5 mi) | 9 | , then low-energy 
nuclear physics phenomena can be fairly well described in lemi.s of hadrons like nuclcons, isobars 
and vunous mesons, which are lo be understood as effective descriptions of complicated quark 
reactions. The si/e of the hag radius is actually a much debated issue, though other models 
which seek lo approximate QCD indicate that an effective theory in terms of hadronic degrees 
of freedom may very well be the most appropriate picture for low energy nuclear physics [ 10). 
Although there is no unique prescription for how lo construct a free NN interaction, a description 
ol the NN interaction in icnns of various meson exchanges is presently die most quantitative 
representation ol ihc NN interaction (7, 111 in the energy regime of nuclear physics. 

Motivated by these arguments we employ in this work a model for the NN interaction based 
on ihc exchange of six non-sirangc mesons, including the pseudo-scalar ,T and IJ mesons, the 
vector f» and _ mesons and the scalar Z1 and a mesons. The latter is a fictitious meson used 
in one-boson-exchange (OBE) models to provide in an effective way die intermediate range 
attraction ul die potential. This attraction originates from Ihc 2* exchange processes. Realistic 
calculations |7 . I2 | which include '2n exchange differ only negligibly f mm calculations with OBE 
models, justifying thereby the introduction of the effective n meson. 

The NN potential V is then a superposition of OBE interactions 1, and ts represented as 

1 ".-?..'' 
The OBE interaction I, , is then constructed using standard Lagrangtan expressions 112. 13. I4 | . 

To evaluate ihc OBE amplitudes we use in this work the Bonn potential as it is defined by 
the meson parameters in table A 2 ol rel |7) For a lurtltcr discussion on this topic, sec e.g. 
Mjchlcidt's contribution in these proceeding' There are three sets ot meson parameters which 
then tlftiiie three pnteim.il>. re I erred in ,i\ the Bonn A. B and ( ' potentials These potentials 
diller m die strength ot the tensor l oue . which is reflected in the probability ol die I) slate of 
ihc deuteron The Mgmlicancc ol ihc tensor force for both nuclear mailer and limte nuclei will be 
discussed in subsection 2. V The coupling constants, cutoffs and masses ol the various mesons 
of labtc A 2 ul J7| arc redisplayed in (able I These meson parameters arc obtained through a 
solution ol the scattering equation for free nuclcons The solution ol the scattering equation is 
civen by the / matrix, and since all three potentials arc lit lo the same set of scattering data. 
ihey yield die same on shell / main x 

^ 
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Tabic 1: The meson parameters which define the Bonn A. B and C potentials of table A.2 from 
ref. 171. 

A B C 

Meson rnass(McV) r/V-lir A(GcV) n'/ltr A(GeVI r/-'/lf A(GcV) 

_ 138.(0 14.9 1.05 14.6 1.2 14.6 1.3 

'/ 548.8 7 1.5 5 1.5 3 1.5 

/' 7AM <).'« 1.3 ll.'W 1.3 (WS 1.3 

_' 782.6 20 1.5 20 1.5 20 1.5 
a 550 8.1141 2.(1 8.076') 2.0 8.027'; 1.8 
fi 48.1 0.77117 2.0 3.1155 1.5 5.0742 1.5 

The / cuairix which delincs ihc parameters of lablc I are obtained by solving [lie Thompson 
equation 115|. which in operator fonn reads 

7 - I' + I - T . |-J) 

where t is i he energy denominaior lor free nucleons. 
The Thompson equation IN one among many lluee dimensional reduchons of (he Bclhc-

Salpeter equation | lf>| A discussion ol ihe Bethc Salpeler equation .uul several possible three 
dimensional redu ihom can be loumJ in rcls |14. I 7 | Moreover. Tjon and co workers JIHJ have 
compared results ohtamed by solving the lull lour dimensional He die Salpeter equation with 
all relevant OBK diagrams wiih those obtained from the Blankcnbecler Sugar (Bhs) 11V*| and 
oilier three dimensional reductions F:or the Bhs equation, which dilten, little Irom lite Thompson 
equation, onls small ditlercikcs were lound compared with the tull Keihe Salpeter equation 

f-mally. u is worth noting that the hulk ol I he / m a i n * is given by 

' -. 1 • I / ' \ i i l i 

I is the «.enir.il \\\t\ ol the N N niieraclion while I \ is the tensor lone I hus. il Ute tensor force 
is weak (strong). ,i stronger (weaker) ventral lorcc is needed to amve at the same on shell / 
matrix A similar mechanism is present when we evaluate the ' • matrix tor either nuclear matter 
ot limte nuclei as well, though, anticipating the diM.uv.ion in ihc nc i l subsection, in tltcsc cases 
we must also an.<>unl lnr medium ellects such as the niodilicahon ol the energy denominator r 
and (lie inclusion ol the Pauli principle 

J 
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2.2 Construction of the G'-matrix 

In this subsection we briefly discuss how to construct the G-matrix for both nuclear matter 
and finite nuclei. Several methods to solve the Bethc-Goldstone equation can be found in the 
literature, fur a review sec rcf. 120). The basic difficulty resides in the fact that the Pauli operator 
Q is diagonal in the laboratory representation of the two-particle states, while i' is non-diagonal 
in the relative and center of mass representation. It has then been common to approximate the 
Pauli operator Q wiih an operator which is diagonal in both the center of mass and the laboratory 
systems. 

For nuclear matter, the G'-malrix (!y\f is conventionally given in terms of partial waves and 
the coordinaics of the relative and center of mass motion 

{kl\lLJST\(,\x\f \k'Kl'I.JSr). (-1) 

wiih k and / the momentum and orbital momentum of the relative motion, respecively, while A' 
and /, iirc the corresponding quantum numbers of the center of mas.s molion. J. S and T are the 
total angular momentum, spin and isospin, respectively. The angle-average Pauli operator used 
to detinc the above equation is. 

f » k c y/kJ^Hyy 
yU' .A'Ki/ = < I k > kh + k/2 (.r>) 

with Ay the momentum at the Fcnni surface. The Pauli operator lor nuclear matter is clearly 
density dependent. 

For finite nuclei wc will n»l use the angle-average option, but rather a formally exact tech
nique lor '-. -idling Q. originally presented by Tsai and Kuo \2 11 and discussed in 122J. Tsai and 
Kui> employed the main x idcntilv 

v - 1 « - ' 
Q UJ I 

wiih I - / I in rewrite cq ill J.N 

<; . <ii . _v,\ i hi 

where '.'/ ii ihe tree ' / mains iJelinetJ as 

>., \ . I ' <:, i n 

Tlw lerm \t, is .1 (.prrevunn icmi iletineil enua'ly willwi ihc mnilcl *ipaie / ' and given by 

±,; . ' / • ' / • ' . 
1 !•{•!• I 

f*n,pln>inj: Ihc «leliniliun lnr llic Irce '.' main, of ci| I 7). nnc tan rcwnlc Ihe lallcr equation as 

1 /• 1 



wiUl r = ^ - T. 
We sec then that the (7-matrix for finite nuclei is expressed as the sum of two terms; the first 

term is the free f/-matrix with no Pauli corrections included, while the second term accounts 
tor medium modilications due to the Pauli principle. The second term can easily be obtained 
by some simple matrix operations involving the model-space matrix /* only. Since a common 
choice for the single-panicle wave function in finite nuclei is the harmonic oscillator (HO), there 
is not an explicit density dependence, except for the oscillator parameter, in the above Pauli 
correcting term us compared to cq. (5) for the nuclear matter Pauli operator. Both terms in cq. 
(6) do however depend cxplic'ilcly on the starting energy u>. which is medium dependent. To 
calculate (if. one needs only to solve cq. (7) via e.g. momentum space inversion techniques |20|. 
The free matrix (,'t can then be written in the same manner as the (7-inalrix for nuclear matter, 
i.e.. 

{kl\ll.JST\ Cy WKl'l.JST). (S) 
To obtain a </ matrix in a HO basis, eq. (S) can be transformed into 

[n.\it.jsr\(;,. \n'\'i'i.'jsr). 
with n and .Y ihc principal quantum numbers of the relative and center of mass motion, re
spectively. Thus, to represent the /«'-matrix in the laboratory frame of re I ere nee in terms of a 
nonnali/cd ami antisynimelri/cd HO iwo-bndy stale, coupled to linal angular momentum ./ and 
i so spin / ' ( the JJ coupling scheme), one needs the transformation 

{\ah).nu;\{,;IUV) - Y V . (l 

*'uh\.\SJ)(nt\\'SJ)(nt\ O ' . / . M J . A ; n't' \ / > / H,,I.,A') 

. ., w / . / s / a w v . / W ) . 

where (I is ihc given by the sum f.' '."/ t .V." The lem» 'nl \ I u ,1 ,»..L) i \ the lamihar 
Moshmskv br.Kk.et. and (nh-l "i / • is J shorthand lor Ihe / s ; ; transformation cocllicient. 

sec c g re I 11 M Mere *e use / V J / t I The label u represents the single pari a* I c quantum 
numbers " , / , / , 

2..) Strength of Ihc lensor force 

It has been argueil thai the increased Jttraciion provided h> modem meson exchange rmlcniiaK 
like i hose ol the Mono gn>up |7. I2|. inuld be ascribed It» ihr (airly weak icnsor fnac exhibited 
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by these interactions. In order to quantitatively explain these increased binding we show in this 
subsection examples from nuclear matter and for finite nuclei with the potentials A, B and C 
defined in table A.2 of ref. (7|. For nuclear matter, the present discussion has already been 
presented by Maehlcidt in rcf. [7]. whereas for finite nuclei a similar explanation has been 
outlined by Muthcr and Saucr (20|. For the mere sake of completeness wc restate here some of 
these arguments. These arguments will also serve as a link to the discussion on the spin-tcnsor 
decomposition of the effective interaction performed in section four. 

Fcrmt mttneniufn l f lm I 

Mgurc - Vi*( U'ttr mutter average potential enen;\ for the partial «<J 
ttn/in A. H ami (' potentials asfututions of the Fermi nuanentum Lf 

obtained with the 

The nui.lt.Mf mailer results lnr the average potential energy lor the partial wave ' s*, obtained 
with potentials A. R and V arc displayed in tig 2 lor a BHF caltulaiinn miiMdcnng a various 
values n( the K*niu momentum A> The traditional vhoitc fw the Mngle panicle ^poctrum above 
the renin mnmcnluin has hecit used in this calculation, i c the pariah* energies lnr k- • A/ arc 
given h> a pure kmciu lemt. yielding an untie Mr able gap al k i f Several improvements in 
llws ».hi«Kv u n hv In w ul in tiic literature, sec eg rcls 1-4. 2*>. 2t>\ However, MIICC WC here 
arc merely mteresicd tn a.sscviing tltc pmpcrtic > nl the r»"\ u main-* al sannus densities, a more 
profound discussion nl these many body clfctls is hcymxl ihc stupe •»! lite discus-sinn in tins 
subset lion 

The hulk i»l the r. v l f m a i m i JIHJ the ' . main-* lnr linne nuclei) bclia-.CN similar!) to the 
Mattering matrix / matrix in eq M i . i c . 

W ' . \ u * V • I , 
QlQ 

\ [ . i I I I 
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which is schematically displayed in ii£. 3 fur Ihc :t.S'i channel. 

S, I, S , 11 

+ ;: 

Hguic * l>uiiit\imm»nutil representation >>f eq. ilhfm the '.V, partial wave. The intermediate 
\tute in the \eamti aider ladder diagram i.v given M the quantum numbers uf the ' / ^ | partial 
m / w // i\ Unix the tenMit fnn e whtih (an inttneii the il>l state in the *.V, state in the NN 
internt tinn 

The I at ie r equal nm ilillers however I rom cq. H) due in the I'auli operator and the laei that 
the siariing cnerev is given lor panicles in a medium The second term in eq. (11) is then 
quenched hv ihe i.unbilled etlect ol the Pauli operator and Ihc allraclive energy denominator. 
Thus, since all potentials are In lo Ihe same set nl data, a potential with a weak (strong) tensor 
Inrce needs a larger (weaker) central Inrcc lo amvc at the same on shell scattering main x [» 
the nuclear medium, ihe quenching ol (he second tenn v.ill then he the more important the larger 
the lensor lorce This is clearly relict led in lig 2 At sm:tll values lor the relative monenium k, 
Ihe puienltals diller negligibly, which reflects Ihe lact that all potentials >ield the same on shell 
/ matrix \ i higher densities. Ihe quenching mechanisms due t<> ihe I'.IUJI operator and ihc 
energ) dcimmmaioi j i to i in i lot the dilterciucN in binding exhibited In the three potentials, with 
ihe potential exhibiting ihc weakes Icn-.nr lorce (A) -is (he mosi attractive 

lor lunte inn lei the situation is not as transparent as m nuclear maltet 1 lie density dependence 
ol ihe I'JUII u|x-i.iiiir is loiuhcd bv the t.kl lltal one integralet over all iclalive momcnla k and 
A' lo obtain a ' . mains in an MO basis Moreover, the sumnimalinn over partial waves in eq 
tlh mav include several channels rcprcscnling inntnhulinris I rom cenlr.il. spin orbit and lensor 
kiminhutioiis However. Ihe quenching ol die tensor Inru' due to ilk- cnere.) denominator can 
easiK be siudied 

In litis work we have calculated Ihe ' . matrix lor timte mulci in ihc / ' / sl tel I with ihc 
abovenieniioiieil iliree pi>icnh.iK 1 he scheme described in the precious stihseclinn ami in rel 
: 'N has Ken iisol i.' calculate ' . Ihc I'.iuh t>perai<>r lor die ) • ' >hcll ' ' is delined so as in 
puvcnl ^a lk iu i i ' nun iiilermedi.ilc >l.ilcs vcilh one nui Icon in stales up in ihc I -11*/ shell or Iwn 
run. let ins in the I ,'M ' ur the J- l</n»/ SIK*1K I be oscillator cncigv lm '*' •• was set In III MeV 

In order ii> studv ihe behavior ol ihe ' . main* lor I IK- H«>im -V M .tn<l (' nnieniuk as lunetiotis 
nl the start i ne cucryv . . we displav m l i t 4 ibe matrix element 

• / / • // Hi 

This matrix element i 
* applies in ibis i ase 

de lined hv ilk - •» i parii.il wave nnlv. and tlic mechanisms described in lig 
as well l-rnm l i t 4 one nhtencs thai al small nc^alicc starling energies. 
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X -3.S 
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BonnC 

•5.5 
Bonn B 

Bonn A ^ 

• 6 5 

l . . . . I . . . . I . . . . I 
• 6 0 - 4 0 - 2 0 0 

Starting energy [ MeV] 

I ' i r . . mmri\f»r ((I).., ,.)'->! M)| I.' j | I)-,, . )•'./ / III,, «hliuwtl wllh the Bmui A. 
potentuih de united in the It'll tl\ <l film linn nf ihe yltlrliiin i-m-n>\ -• The aiieitilwiK of 
i element\ i\ ihi'n nuh due in the dependent e nf the utlrlmti enertiv. \o t ailed dispersive 

hjjurc 4 [lie i.' tnttlnt 
H ,md ( / 
the mum 
ellei is 



the difference between the various potentials is not so large ( sec also the discussion above for 
nuclear matter), whereas for more negative energies the differences become important. Potential 
A, which has the smallest tensor force, is quenched the least, roughly a reduction of \X.H% in 
absolute value when going from -."> to - 1 10 MeV in starting energy. The corresponding numbers 
lor potentials B and C arc 2'<S AY'A and 2~.\)K'A> respectively. 

The quenching mechanisms discussed hitherto, explain why a potential with a weak tensor 
force results in f «'-matrix elements which arc more attractive compared to a potential with a 
stronger tensor force. It ought however to be remarked that the modem potentials of the Bonn 
group, like those discussed here, exhibit a weaker tensor force compared to old phenomenological 
or semi phenoincnological potential models. 

As a final remark on i he properties ot the NN interaction. we note thai several investigators 
127. 2«. JN. Mi| have argued that the iiia.sscs ol the mesons and nucleoivs should be modified 
in a medium as compared to I he free values given in e.g. tabic I. .As shown by Cclen/a and 
Shak in | M |. the Dirac spmors change in the nuclear medium, a change which may be described 
by a decrease ot the elleclive mass of (he nucIcons. This change ol the nucleoli mass increases 
the spin -orbit lorce. On the odier hand, a reduction of the meson masses, except for the pion. 
weakens the tensor force. The comhincd action of these two effects W;LS recently studied by 
Zheng ft til |12| in a study of carbon isotopes, showing thai ai. increase ol the spin-orhil force 
and a decrease ol ihe tensor lorce (ended towards a better descnptiou ol the data. In this work 
we vs.II nm consider such etlects 

3 Perturbative methods 

One ot the moiiv.uions behind I he use ol perturhative methods in IUKU-.LI I nam body problems 
is (he possibility to reduce the Schrodmgcr equation tor ,ni \ nucleoli svsicm given hy 

/ / * , / * . i I-'i 

lit a secular equainm .icline solelx uilhui a pin MC alk selected Mihsp.uc ot Ihe lull Hilhcrt space, 
ilenoied a> ihe model space ihe hauiilioiu.in // IN given a-. // / • I .uid *,,- and / , are 
the concNpondiiu' exact wave (miction and eigenvalue ol a siaie Ihe Hilhetl space is (hen 
loinuionlv divided into ,i model ,p . l u - and .in excluded space deJined In operators / ' and ij 
which piojeii mil Ihe exact wave liuictioii inn> a model part and an excluded part, respectively 
Hie Schrodmeer equation i- then rewritten as 

fff . - / ' * , / , / • * < I I-

wherc // is the model space eltedive luinilloinaii lo he de l i ' . ' ' *v'.»w 
(here are basic alk two main approaches in perturbation ti.eor\ used lo do line the cllcdivc 

ti.unilloui.in e.ich with its hterarchv ol Mib approaches O I K ol these ni.nti approaches is .ui 
energv dependent i e depending on lite exact energ) / . approach, known as HnMourn Wigner 
perturbaliiHi Mieorv while the Ravleieh Schrmhnger 'KS> perturbation expansion stands lor the 
enerev independent Ihe latter i\ ,IIM> the mosi lotnmonk used appro.H h in Ihe literature I * H| . 
lints in ifns work , i , well we will .«nlv rev tew im-lhoxls within the framework ol lime independent 
KS perturb.ilion ihcorv .»nl within this theorv we will .leal with iU open shell main Unlv 
p-'iblem tor a dee* "crale model space He hue we proceed in demme a general lonuula lor 

to 
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RS theory, it will be useful lo introduce the notations to be used. In pcrAuiDation theory it is 
customary to introduce an auxiliary single-particle potential (' such that // can be rewritten as 

// = //,>+ / / / . //„ = T + I'. / / , = r - / . 

In nuclear niuny-body theory, \' is replaced by the (7-malrix defined in die previous section. If 
/ ' is chosen such that / / / becomes small, then / / / can be treated as a perturbation. lf0 defines 
the unperturbed hamillonian, with eigenvalues ;~, and cigenfunction and |t*,). The operators / J 

and Q arc then defined as 

and 

wiUi '/ the dimension of the model space. We define the projection of the c\acl wave function 
| * t ) as / ' I * , ) - I* , 1 ' ) and a wave operator Si which transforms all the model stales back into 
the corresponding exact stales | t , ) = SiU»; v Y The laltcr statement is however not trivial, it 
actually means dial there is a one-to ^nc correspondence between the <l exact slates and ihc 
model (unctions 1-or a prool ol this siatemcnt see e.g ret. | 1 | 

We will nou assume that the wave operator \l has an inverse and i.insider a similarity 
iranslonuaiioii ol the hojiulloman // such that eq. (12) can be rev.nuen as 

W l HUU ' i * , ) t,M l •if,, l I I ' 

Recall also thai «I»,/ \l]*}'}. which means thai If ' +, > 'I*." insular as the inverse of i( 
exists Let us deline the irunsfonned hamilioman H V. ' ItU uhn.li *..HI be rewntten in terms 
ol the opcraiors / ' anil (J If <• i} h as 

h rur • rtttj • <<"</• • < W , M 

I he eigenvalues ol ft .ire the same .is those ol / / . MJKC .t siimlanr trans,omulion does not 
alleii ilic eigenvalues II ue now operate on eg < I4i. uhii.li HI icmis ol the nutdcl spate wave 
luncliim reads 

H * , w i , * . " 

with the operator (J. ue readily sec lh.il 

QHr n • I'.i 

l :i( ( I V is an important relation whiih Males, lhal ihc eijrcnluiulion / ' ty, is a pu/r m»dtl 
\p<u *• t'tvrnfutu th'ti This implies that ue cm then ilclinr on rfft't u\r nuntrl \pm c hannlumum 
H 

i! rur r\> '//»»r 
and using ei) i I*1' u e obiain Iroin e»| i U i 

in* r urn -r 

u 
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which is the Bloch (34] equation. This equation can then be used to determine the wave operator 
Si. 

At this stage we should point out that there are no unique representations for the wave operator 
Q. There is a considerable degree of variation in choice of ft, yielding different approaches to the 
perturbalivc expansion of the effective interaction. As a consequence, since we in applications 
truncate the pcrturbative expansion at a given order, different choices of wave operator ft may 
then give different results for the effective interaction. There arc however two facets to the above 
statement. Firstly, we write the wave operator ft as 

ft = i + v 

where \ is known as the correlation operator. Observing dial /'Si/' = /', we see that die 
correlation operator \ has the properties 

l'\i> = 0. QllP = Q\P= \l'. (17) 

Since I*,) - Si n*. / determines the wave operator only when it operates to the right on the 
model space, i.e. only the ill' part is defined, the term UQ never appears in the dieory, and 
wc could die re lore add the conditions Q\Q = I) and l'\Q = 0 lo eq. (17) This leads to the 
following choice lor \ 

\ = Q\i: (is» 

This has been the tradiional choice in pcnurbaiion ihcory. A more general ansalz. is represented 
by the coupled-cluster method (CCM) of Kiimmcl, Cocsicr and co-workers |35). In Ure CCM 
the wave operator is also dclincd in the Q space. For a review of the CCM sec e.g. 133) or 
Lindgrcn's contribution in these proceedings. 

Sccomllv. if we choose the correlation operator as in cq. (IK), one arrives at an equation for 
Si or \ lo which several possible solutions exist. It is the scope of the next subsection lo review 
two such solutions, one of these is the so-called folded-diagram theory of Kuo and co-workers, 
whereas the other method was presented by Leo and Su/uki |36J. Hereon we will refer to the 
method of Lee and Su/uki as the LS method, whereas the abbreviation FD is reserved for the 
folded-diagram method exposed e.g. in rel. |3j. 

3.1 Partial summation of folded diagrams 

Having delined the wave operator Si 1 + \ with y given by cq. I IK) we can rewrite cq. (15) as 

QUI' \U l' f Qfl\ \!1\ - 0. (HI) 

This is the husK equation to which a -s.-lulion to \ is lo be sought Since we will work with a 
degenerate model •spaw wc dcline 

/'//„/' f\fr. 
where I-\f is the model space eigenvalue in the degenerate case . such thai eq. (19) reads in a 
slightly modtlied torui (// //,, f / / / ) 

1/ v Qfi„Q Qtl,Q)\ - Qll,C v / ' / M ' \I'U,Q\. 
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which yields the following equation for \ 

* = E^0WQQ"'P- ^ Q H Q X ' P " , P + r ' " Q x P h ( 2 0 ) 

where / / / = (! — /''. Observing that Ihc P-space effective hamiltonian is given as 

/ / , / / = I'll P + Pll X = PII0P + V,,,( \ ), 

with V ' , / / ( \ ) = PIliP + Pli/x, eq. (20) becomes 

^K^^wr-T^im^'"^- ( 2 1 ) 

Now wc lind it convenient to introduce the so-called Q-box, defined as 

This equation has the same form as die Brillouin-Wigncr expansion for the effective interaction. 
The Q-box is however calculated al an energy ^J. which is defined in terms of the eigenvalues of 
ihc unperturbed Hamiltonian Hu and therefore not equal lo the exact energy /;, for the state to be 
calculated. Recall that die Brillouin-Wigncr expansion depends on the exact eigenvalue. Since die 
Q-bo\ is reminiscent of die energy-dependent perturbation expansion, the above equation does 
not contain any folded diagrams, and consists therefore only of so-called linked and irreducible 
diagrams. A diagram is said to be irreducible if between each pair of vertices there is al least one 
hole slate or a particle stale outside the model space. Examples of the latter type of diagrams arc 
given in lig. 5, where an arrow pointing upwards { downwards) is a particle (hole) stale. Particle 
slates outside the model space arc given by railed lines in this ligurc. Diagram (a) is a linked 
and irreducible diagram, while diagram (b) is an example of a linked icduciblc diagram since the 
intcrmcdiaic panicle stales belong to the model space. Diagram (c) is a non-linked irreducible 
diagram. 

Multiplying both sides of eq. {21) wiih / ' / / / and adding / ' / / / / ' lo both sides we get 

/* / / / / " y l'll,\ / ' / / / / ' t f'llfQ —QH,r 1'fl, ' - - V l r / / ( V ) . 
Air QflQ / i f QUQ U 

which gives 

There are several ways to solve eq. (23). The idea is lo MM up an iteration scheme where we 
determine \ , .uul thus \ . / ( t \ , . i I mm \,m , and l . / / ( \ . . i* F*i>r the mere sake ol simplicity 
we wnie I !', t . //I \ „ i. 

3.1.1 The Fl) method 

Lei us write eq \2M as 

l''" <">•'" p"'^-Q,n^v-h 

u 



Figure 5: E.umiplvs of linked, mm-linked, irreducible and reducible diagrams. See text for further 
explanations. 

The solution lo this equation can he shown to he (36J 

CM) 

ll l / ^ - 1 ' / ^ " . die iteration is said to converge. In Ihc limiting case n — x . the solution 

l ' ,V/ agrees with the tnnnal solution ol Br;mdow |5) and Dcs Cloi/cauv | 17 | 

. , . , N - I ' / ' " ( / ( / • ' H I 

The expansion in cq f J-J) is custouianU rewritten as 

{'•'// 

i > 

I L»'i I 

hen- / , ts 

/, 
/ 
/ 
/ 

Q 

QlWlW QiQ:QQ ' QiihQtQ 

anil so liirth. -Ahere we have defined (<>,„ i r-^, 
ll is important lo note hnth in connection with trie FT) expansion and in the subsequent 

discussion ol I lie l.S method, thai a lemt like 11 Q}Q actually means / , PQ\ I'QI' since 
the Q hu\ is dclined in the model space only Due to this structure ol |!>e iemi«* A", with / • I. 
only so called folded diagrams can connect / ' space p.irt> to / ' *.pacc par's 

\A 



The perturbation expansion of cq. (25) diverges if so-called intruder states are present in 
the low-lying spcctnim, as shown by Schucan and Weidcnmuller [38]. Typical examples of 
intruder stales for nuclei with lew valence nuclcons arc represented by four-particle two-hole 
corc-dc funned states. Several techniques to handle the intruder state problem have been discussed 
during the last two decades (I, 39, 40, 41]. Here we merely observe that a regrouping of the 
pcrturbalinn expansion as given hy the parual summation of the folded diagrams in the FD 
method, may result in a converged result even if intruder states arc present. If the FD expansion 
converges, the converged solutions are then those stales which have ihc largest overlap with the 
chosen model space (361. If (he coupling between the model space states and the intruder states 
is weak, as in die weak coupling model oi rcf. |42 | . die derived two-body effective interaction 
is expected to reproduce fairly well ihc spectra ot nuclei widi few valence nuclcons. 

3.1.2 The I.S mt'thtid 

AnoUier iterative solution has been presented b> Lee and Su/uki \Mt\. In their approach cq. (23) 
is rewritten as 

i-';; i - ni i-I ••••t\,-Qiny 
lor /; • 1 and vviili Ihi' cquatii'ii lur \ , given as 

V ' / v / i . CM) 

QIIQ 
Qihr-Q 

f.'v - QIIQ 
(Ml 

Since Ihc wave upcralnr ii i\ given as '.f - / ' ~ v,, a natural /.cmlh approximation 10 \ ( , would 
bo lo scl \,, n. resulting in 

I 
Qlhi: 

i . : . V A » . . 

i c the hja - ' / hn\ unl> evaluated al a given model space encrgv / \, \ u loldcd diagrams arc 
included at this stage Tlvc ne\t iterative step vields 

i In lln> iterance sthenic is given as I *M 
I W< 

I/-I , 

i v, i > . n 
We mentioned in the previous suhsciiion dial trur u.i> we solved the equation lor \ . yields 

diltcreiti penurb.iUve expansions it ^e irurw.itc our «.akulaiums at a jiivtn order in the interaction 

15 



If we expand the equation for V"r«} of the Lee-Suzuki method we obtain a geometric series in 

Qx 
y r i h T^7rV = l+QiQ + iQi)3Q + ----

i - v i 
which includes die term b\ = Q\Q of the FD expansion. We sec thus that the LS method 
contains terms which appear in higher-order iterations of the FD method, which means thai if we 
truncate the iterative expansion at a given order, different results may occur. The term Q\ is also 
the largest derivative since higher-order derivatives of the Q-bo\ involve energy denominators 
raised to higher powers. Below we will demonstrate the importance of including the Q\ terms 
lo all orders in the expression for I ' . / / . "**» given by the LS method. Actual calculations in both 
Ihe sd- and ^ / - she l l s show that ihc LS method gives al tera given number of iterations a result 
which i.s much similar 10 thai obtained from \\ ',]. demonstrating thereby the importance of the 
Qt tenn compared lo higher-order derivatives. 

The LS expansion has also been shown to converge even when intruder stales arc present 
136). The converged result gives ihc energy of those slates which have their energy closest to the 
unperturbed energy l-\t. Compared with the FD expansion, the convergence of the LS procedure 
is independent of the actual structure of the wave functions of ihc eigenslates of concern. 

3.2 Choice of f^-box 

The first step in the evaluation of the FD or the LS expansions, is the calculation of the ^ - b o x 
and ii:. denvatives. all evaluated al a given cneigy I:\j. recalling thai we have a degenerate model 
space. The open question is then how to calculate the v'-box. Untill recently, a Q-box including 
all linked and irreducible diagrams through second order in the (! -malnx has been the common 
choice. Examples ol such calculations with a second-order (^-box can be found in rcfs. | 4 3 | for 
ihc W-shell and the recent work ol Polls et al. |4-1| lor the / j /shel l . The constituent topologies 
ol a second order Q box are given m ligs. r> and 7 lor the one bodv and Iwo-body diagrams 
respectively 

a b c d 

f-igure <i The one hod\ diagrams throunh secntid order without a spetta >r valence tine. Dia-
iintm in) i\ the ftttrtree Fotk term Put if r am ih) \s the auxihan potential I , white ft t and id) 
are the 2plh and ipJh diagrams, reipet tivelv 

• X 

Ih 



Figure 7: The tnt responding twa-hndy diagrams. Diagram (a) is the i,'-matrix. Diagram lb) 
is the vote-potu'tziuion diagram while (c) and id) are the 2p ladder and the 4p2h diagrams, 
respectively. 

II we choose a second-order (^-box as our starting point for cither the LS or the FD expan
sions, the terms /,, and \'i')l for die LS method then reproduce pcrturbatu n theory to second-order 
in the interaction, depicted by way of the diagrams in the two previous ligures. Since many-body 
calculations of the single-panicle energies for Ihc valence nuclcons do not properly reproduce 
the experimental values, a pragmatic approach in perturbation theory has then been to replace the 
one -body lenns by I he experimental single-particle energies. With this approach, the one-body 
terms must nut be included. 

Having accounted lor the one body terms in .at ellcctivc way, one could represent the Q-
box by only including I lie bare (."- matrix and the core polarization term in tig. 7. This was the 
original approach presented by Kuo and Brown | 4 | m order to determine .in clicciivc interaction 
lnr mass-IS nuclei In subsequent works the remaining I wo-body diagrams ol lig. 7 were also 
included | 4 5 | Mnrco\er, the area ol investigation was extended to heavier nuclei, such as those 
in the calcium region | 4 ' ' and m the lead region in the work by Kuo and Herling | 47 | 

The NUIACSS nl these e.trl> calculations is demonstrated, in ipite ol ihc.r age. by the frequent 
use ol i lie obtained inieraclioiis in various calculations ol nuclear properties, either in their original 
tonii or in a somewhat modified lonit (4K. 4 l J | A recent paper by Warbunon and Brown even 
ILLS the tide "Appraisal ol the Kuo Merling interaction lor nuclei with mass numbers 2 1(1-212" 
|50 | 

Several improvements to the original Kuo B n m n approach can rv t.iund in the literature 
IMI, using cither the partial summalions ol ihc folded diagrams as t..siusscd above, or by in
cluding rcnomiah/ed particle hole interactions as advocated by (he random phase approximation 
or studying the pen.urb.iinm expansion order by order in the interaction Following the latter 
philosophy. Barrett and Kirson \*>2) showed thai third order contributions played a si/cable role. 
deteriorating theteh> the assumption thai third order terms muld be ncglcilcd in the calculation 
o | the elteetive interaction Typical examples ol third order topologies which play an impor
tant role are shown in hg M Diagram la) in this figure is ihc third order TDA diagram, while 
diagrams !b>, k i and (d> arc examples ol third order diagrams imolvme other panicle hole 
emulations 

Re*.entl> we have dclmcd a tj box which consists ol all relevant topologies through third 
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(a) 

' w r 

(b) 

'\ /v"X 

(c) 

Figure H: Significant third-order contributions to the effective interaction. 

order in the interaction |6. Sj. tor a full listing of topologies included we refer the reader to the 
appendix ol ret |6 | It is then the scope of Ihe next subsection to discuss results obtained for 
nuclei in the W shell using the pcrturhativc mclhods described by us, and discuss the importance 
DI third order topologies In section lour wc will extend the area id investigation lo /;/-shcll 
nuclei 

J J Results for nuclei in Ihe -/-shell 

The purpose here ts in review results already presented by us lor nuclei in the >f/-shcll in refs. 
If.. M. M| 

J..VI Del it ils of ihe cuk'tilulions fur «/-shell nuclei 

In the lullowing tti timi il convenient in use the following shorthand nutations lor the LS effective 
interaction 

W„ « I». I . . ' . i ' ; ; M 

and lor the folded diagram effective interaction FD 

IX 



The total effective hamiltonian is dicn given by either H = H0 + ftn or H = HQ + Z)"=o ^»-
Observe that the effective interaction defined here contains both one-body and two-body terms. 
Wc mentioned above that the one-body diagrams were replaced by the empirical single-particle 
energies, since the sum of the one-body diagrams is actually what determines the single-particle 
energies of e.g. 17(), The effective interactions for either the LS or FD methods should then 
only include two-body diagrams. For the LS and FD iterations this is easily accomplished for 
the first terms, cither liu or F0. Wc simply do not include the one-body diagrams in our Q-box. 
If wc were to approximate the Q-box with the two-body diagrams of fig. 7, we would obtain 
RS perturbation theory to second order, which was the original approach by Kuo and Brown [4J. 
Approximating ihc (^-box with all non-folded third-order diagrams would however not give RS 
perturbation ihcory through third order since folded diagrams of third order in the interaction 
would be missing. 

For terms in the LS or FD expansion beyond the iirst term, rue has to be aware of the 
fact thai the experimental single-particle energies already include once or more folded-diagram 
contributions. Since wc use the experimental single-particle energies wc have to subtract from 
the effective interaction all terms in which one-body diagrams with a spectator valence line arc 
folded upon themselves. This can be done by introducing the so-called S'-box which consists of 
all one-body diagrams with a spectator valence line. The FD effective interaction is then defined 
as 

/•;. = KM))- K(.V). CA\) 

to retain only two body connected diagrams. Similarly, for the LS expansion wc have 

It,. ~ H.AQ) - ffJ.Vi. [:m 

. iv* -- i;' x > n '.';;• Ctf) 

For the -il shell we solved the Bel he (ioldsinnc equation hy de Iming a Pauli operator wfiich 
prevents f i ltering mio nileniicUiale particle slates wiili j nucleoli in the I J- or 0/» states or both 
nuclcnns in the I -Hi/ or \{Mf shells The ' . mainx was defined lor ihe \ainc live starting 
energies _ used in the ;</ shell 

The single n.iniilc energies arc taken lomi the experimental values"! l tt. i c , i { i •., 
il *7 McV and , , Ml*- McV The oscillator energ) was sei to /i_- i:t :t McV 
Finally, the auxiliary poicntial / used in either Ihc FD or Ihc LS expansions was set lo he equal 
the sum ol all one body diagrams through third order in ihc interaction, .is tins, choice was found 
lo yield the hes) convergence in ret lh| 

Hclnrc we discuss the re nulls obtained from the FD and the LS method*, for die w/ shell. 
wc show in tig '> the behavior of the effective interaction through third order in Raylcigh 
Schmdinger perturbation tttcory This means thai only folded diagrams ol third-order in the 
i. matrix arc evaluated In this figure wc have used both a harmoni», oscillator fHO) and a 
Hrucckiicr llartrec l-oek tHHF-'i basis lnr tlic single pjrticlc wave functions in order to study the 
hchjvmr ol the KS perturbation theory .it low orders Wtui can he seen I mm this ligurc is thai 
ihe BHf- basis yields a smaller overlap between stales in Ihc excluded spavc and OK model space, 
rvllcucd in the small i hange when going lmm second order io third order in the pcnurhation 

\*l 
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expansion. The BHF spectra is however too compressed and in poor agreement wilh experiment. 
This is probably related to the fact that the radii obtained for the self-consistent single-particle 
wave functions arc much smaller than the empirical ones [53]. 

For the HO choice, one observes a clearly non-convergent behavior when going from second 
lo third order in the perturbation expansion for the lowest J = 0 and 7 = 1 states. Actually, as 
can be seen from the above ligurc and as wc wilt show in section lour, third-order contributions 
are sizable, a change of I.S McV for die lowest 7 = 0 stale, and care should therefore be 
exercised when approximating cither the perturbation expansion or the (^-box lo a given order. 

Wc next consider the results obtained from die FD and LS methods considering a third-order 
C^-box. To demonstrate die convergence of these iteration schemes wc single out the matrix 
elements coupled to 7 / = 01 . which together widi the JT = 1(1 slate arc die JT combinations 
which show the poorest convergence alter four ilerations. In (able V.^.l we list the FD matrix 
"lements where the terms i) represent the contributions from fold / ol eq. O l ) . The rightmost 
column, labeled I. ,, is die linu) FD elleciivc interaction including terms up It) hA. As can be 
il.Juced tnmi thi\ table, some nt the l'-. and l\ terms arc quile large, and one can nol scitlc upon 
whether the c.pamion ni terms til the foldings /•"', is converged alter lour iicralions only. 

Table 2 7 / 1)1 f-D *il-\hefI matrix elements with a third-order Q-ho\. The terms h\ represent 
the titntrihutttms from fold i. All entries in MeV. Adapted from ref. /n/ . 

,/ ,/, . , / . . , / . . 1111(1 11437 I I (W5 I I I IJS • l i n n 2AA6 
./ ,i ,i . ,i, . i : i i i D M : 1) 111) t l 1)24 0 0 1 0 • 2 1 2 0 
,/ , / . . , . . , 1 4 I H O J'XI ( i i w : O I l K II DIV i \m 
,i, . ,i. . ,i... ./.._ <2f>5 0 i : i 1)02(1 I M I ' ; ' I I I I1H • 2 917 
,/ ./,,_. . / , , . , . i i iw 1)1)47 0 052 I I IU.1 n o l o 1 12>> 

1) 112 n o l o 1)11111 1X125 I ) K h 5 

. , . , . . / . , , ( . . 1 4 ( 1 ' l l M h 0 4 2 * 1) Ml» o::;> • 1 1111 

. , . , . . / . . . / . . i i ' » s : 1 ( 4 7 : on» I) 2 ill I I 172 (1 Iff) 

-, •, . -i -i - ' ' H 1 1 KIS D M o 14 1 1)212 2 255 

The corresponding l.S rebuilt &K thown m ublc * The wwivcrj.vin.1: ol ihi% method ii much 
better than thai ol the Ft) method, and wc find tlwt Ihc tt, icrm of ihc I S M.hcmc give* J result 
w h u h is muth similar to the one jflcr lour iirraliom. namely / / , Retailing Ihc d iuuvunn in 
suhHtklion 1 I. this means ihai ihc icrrm which include ihc Q h m ami it\ hr-u derivative arc ihc 
most important Moreover the importomc i»l ibe lallcr |wn tcrrm î  nrllciic»! in ihc difference* 
between the I S and the H> mcthmli The xueeev* nl the l.S mctW*I *» compared in Ihc FT) 
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method, indicates thai each successive term in the FD expansion arc so large that the series must 
summed lo all orders as done in Ihc LS method. In fig. 10 we show the low-lying spectra for 

Table 3: JT - 1)1 Lee-Suzuki sd-shell matrix elements. The terms f{, represent the effective 
interaction after i iterations. AH entries in MeV. Adapted from ref. (6J. 

•It / , j. j /, k, fix /> ; /•', fi% 

''-./.. -l-.n • ' - . / , 'I:/! -1.(110 -2.647 -2.649 -2.663 -2 .659 

- ' - . / . • • ' - . / . ' ''i,! 'III! •3.265 - 2 X 1 0 -2.807 -2 .XI8 -2.814 

• ' : , ! - ' • . / . . " 1 ,' i -l/l •1.403 -1.173 -1.176 -1.183 -1.181 

'III! 'II/! 'I:/! •k/t -3.265 -2.974 -2.932 -2.955 -2.949 

•lii! 'Ul! 'Il/i 'II/! •1.309 -1.255 -1.225 •1.243 -1.238 

•III! 'III! -1/1 -\/! -0.982 -0.885 -0.865 •0.878 -0.874 

- 1 / .' S 1 / .' '!•,! •'"./.• •1.403 -0.940 -1.018 • I . IXM -1.006 

" i / : s i / . ' 'III! '',/, -0.982 -0.645 -0.7O4 •0.693 -0.695 
- 2 9 1 9 •2 102 -2 166 •2 157 •2.159 

'"VJ obtained v*. uh ihc LS method alter lour itcralinus 
Il is mlcrcsiing in note thai a potential like Ihc Bonn A ptiieiiti.il dcltncd in (able A I of 

ri-l 17] provides cimugh attraction in generate a realign, inicratlioii lot ihc valence nuclcoas 
ol i he ></ '•hell I hit nit reaped atlruthon is a>tnhcd lo Oie weaker lensur l o a c exhibited by 
litis potential, tmnparcd lo potentials like llie pltcnnmetmlngital Re id pnieitn.il 1551 or ihc semi 
phennmcnnloeital l\iris potential |*f>| \ measure lor the strength ni Hie lensor Coax is llic 
preditted l> stale probability / ' , , ol I he deuteron hor ihe Bonn A pnieniial ol (able A I ot re I 
| 7], one lias /"/. I I wherca* ihc Paris ptucniial has, /'/• "> * The analyses by Clajus rt al 
| 5 7 | ol ihc N N tensor lorte in lite three nucleoli sysieni and ihc entpintal deduction of m a l m 
elements by Dae hit u k |<H] favor a potential with a weak tensor lurte In addition In ihc fact dial 
a potential with a weak tensor force introduces more binding, the summation over intermediate 
slates m die evaluation of Ihc cnmtiiucni IJ box diagrams t a n «cry well be approximated by 
including eui ta i ions of j / > ^ in mediator energy only |20. VJ) As a It nal remark, wc ought lo 
point uul that a pnicnlial with a weak lemnr forte like Bonn A. gives ion much attract ion in the 
/ I) channel and especially for ihc lowest lying J I slate This tan he seen from fig 11 
where we displav the I S results lor ' V In lite nexl section, wc show thai a poicniial with too 
weak .i tensor lone intrndutcs too niu.t i at l r t t l inn in lbe St I I I lor nuclei in the />/ shell as 
well 
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4 Results for nuclei in the /.(/-shell 
Since we found the LS method to yield the best converged results lor the effective .srf-shell 
interaction, wc calculate the two-body effective interaction for the /j/-shcl! with this method 
only. Similar conclusion regarding the properties of the LS and FD mediods have been reached 
by other investigators [43. 60, 611. 

For nuclei with two or more valence nuclcons in the p/-shcll wc take the single-particle 
e n e r p e s o f 4 , r « i o b e f A / 2 - £ 7 T / a = 6.5 MeV, EP3/2 - s f l „ = 2.1 McV and f P l / , - * / 7 / , = 3 . 9 
McV. The auxiliary potential C which enters in the definition of / / / = C - I' is taken to be the 
sum of all one-body diagrams through third order, as in the .srf-shcll. The unpertuobed energy 
at which wc evaluate the Q-box was set to k'u = - Hi McV, approximately twice the energy of 
the f-;z slate The '«-matrix was defined in s.-ction two. 

4.1 Nuclei with two valence nucIcons 

In this subsection wc lirst discuss the results oblained through second order in RS perturbation 
theory, which corresponds to se', the terms b'Kl and ft» equal to the second-order two-body 
diagrams displayed in tig. 7. No folded diagrams arc included at this level. Next, wc discuss the 
differences between a second- and a third-order ('-box. Furthermore, tlic third-order Q-bax is 
used to evaluate the LS clfcclive interaction ft,. 

4.1.1 Tl .- etTt'ttivf interaction through second order 

In tigs 12 and I l we show the low lying spectra lor '*'•* <i and '•' SY obtained from the Bonn A. B 
and C" potentials, by approximating ihc perturbation expansion lo second order in the interaction. 
The second order results have been obtained by including summations up to h/w in oscillator 
quanta in the evaluation of ihc diagrams in lig 7 The notation in this figure i* tiur same as in 
hg V 

For ,:('n wc observe from lig 12 that ail potentials rcxull in spcitr.i which are loo com
pressed it we include the bare ti mains only It is also worth to note that at this level >f 
approximation. I he ditlcrcntcs in binding energies arc negligible, though ihc tensor force of the 
various inteniLIH'MN is rather dillereni Pus observation is rcljtcd to ihc I.KI dial the sircngUi ol 
the tensor lone is less mponant in the / I «.hannel, where the /', / , partial wave plays 
the dominant rote II \*e incorporate the second order diagrams Irom liy K diagrams <h). <cl 
ami id), the renonn.ili/cd cttctiivc mtc raoum //'*', ininOut.cs enough aiir.kiion lo give a better 
repriHluction ol ihc data In the / I channel. Iltc u>ir polan/alum diagram, (h) or lig 7. gives 
the largest loninhimons i sec tabic A below» l»v certain diagi*ul nutnx clement* Furthermore. 
this diagram mixes stales with different isospin values, which explains why potent tal A gives 
the strongest binding in the ground stale For the other mainx elements, the core oolan/alion 
diagram is less miportani Holh the 2p lodtlcr ami the 4pjh diagrams in tig 7 arc m large or 
larger than the u>rv polarization diagram 

In litis and the subsequent figure, we have omitted states wrmh represent pmxihlc intruder 
states m the low Ivmi: spt.-t.tra An inclusion ol such stales may bring in an .tdditinrul atiraction 
ol n I ii "i MeV | \2\ and ihervbs deteriorate Ihc agreement wtih ihc data However, as we will 
show below itunl order »onir»butions may be large, and ibeir **gn is not ,i prion known 
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Bonn A Bonn B Bonn C 

Figure 12: The spectra for xl('u obtained with the bare (l-niatrix ilr,.j and Rayleigh-

Schriidinger perturbation theory through second order in the (!-nmtri.\ (II .', A. All three potentials 
have been employed. Energies in MeV. 

The spectra for i2Sc show [hat (he different strengths in the tensor force arc already reflected 
at the level of Die bare .'/-matrix, with potential A being the most attractive. The qualitative 
pattern lor the first-order effective interaction pertains to second order as well. 
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l*'igurc IV The \pi'i trti f HI Nutations as in the pu-\ttnis f inure. 

hiii.il)>. in connection with tig. H. wc we (hal the potential with the weakest tensor force, 
Bonn A. rc\uli\ in ton much himling energy lor the ground stale, in line with the observation we 
made lor '*/•'. As shown below, this linding is almost independent ol the order of the pcrturbativc 
expansion, rather it seems to he a property akin to the potential it.sell. il we apply the harmonic 
oscillator choice tor the single-panicle wave funclioas. A similar observation was made by us in 
ret |H| This statement is our major conclusion in this work. Its implications will be discussed 
below 
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4.1.2 Inclusion of t h i rd - and h igher-order contributions 

In order to understand the importance of the third-order contributions, wc list in table 4 the 
contributions from the two-body diagrams up to third order in the interaction for the Bonn B 
potential 1. No folded diagrams arc included in our third-order diagrams. For the JT = 01 
configurations only certain non-diagonal third-order contributions arc sizable, and one could 
therefore be tempted to approximate the Q-box with second-order diagrams only. Inspection of 
table 4 tells us however that in the JT = 10 cha.jiel, third-order contributions may be large, 
actually of the size of the bare (7-malrix or the total second-order contributions. 

The latter tabic tells us then that care should be exercised when approximating the Q-box 
to a given order. Actually, we will claim, that in order to he consistent, one has to include at 
least all diagrams through third-order in the interaction. Moreover, another remark regarding 
our procedure is that several large and important third-order diagrams whLh arc included in the 
present brute /one scheme arc not included in most partial summation schemes like e.g. the 
random-phase approximation. Finally, our procedure gives the correct off-shell treatment of the 
various C/-matrix interactions in a given diagram. 

In order to discuss the differences between the various order of the Q-box and the properties 
of the potentials under consideration, wc display in tabic 5 the eigenvalues of the low-lying 
states for both isospin channels, obtained by applying the LS method with both a second- and a 
third-order Q-box. 

In our calculations of the Q-boxes wc have included all excitations up to (ifuj in oscillator 
energy. This means thai wc also receive contributions from O* hole states. In ref. (8) wc showed 
that it was necessary to include these excitations in order to get a reasonable convergence in 
terms of the summation over intermediate states in each diagram. It should be borne in mind 
that this convergence property is not the same as the order-by-order convergence of the effective 
interaction. In the >J-shcll calculations discussed in the previous section, we could approximate 
the summation over micrmcdi.iL states to excitations of 2h~ only, whereas in the pf-shell wc 
need cxciiaiions up lo I - fi/iw\ The latter is a medium effect, reflecting the fact dial there arc 
more intermediate states to sum over. 

From tahle 5 wc see thai die Bonn A potential is the one which gives the strongest binding in 
the ground slate, irrespective of approximation lo the Q box. A LS calculation wilh a second-
order Q box results in the best reproduction of the data, when employing the Bonn A potential. 
The problem of the / / - 10 Mate wc discussed in connection widi second-order perturbation 
theory has vanished. However, in order to be consistent, ihird-ordcr contributions have to be 
included In this L.INC. potential A niimduccs too much binding lor the . / / 10 state, in line 
with our previous comments on result lor the -.(/-shell II one were tit account for so-called 
intruder states, potential B is seemingly the mosi appropriate candidate lor nuclear structure 
calculations The latter statement .should however he an ompamed with the important sideremark 
that these result* apply to the harmonic-oscillator choice for the single particle wave functions. 
With a BHF basis, potential A might turn out to be Ihc most likely candidate anyway, in line 
with observations made in nuclear mailer [24|. Wc would urge for a thorough study of this 
subject. Nonetheless, all potentials discussed hitherto exhibit a weak tensor force compared to 
other widely used potential models such as the Pans potential |56f Our results, sec refs. (8, 611 
as well, so far indicate that Ihe Bonn potential models, arc at prcscm. ihc best candidates for a 
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Table 4: p f-shell two-body contributions to the Q -boxfor selected configurations obtained with the 
Bonn B potential. G means the bare G-matrix, CP is the second-order core-polarization diagram 
whereas 2nd means all two-body second-order diagrams. 3rrf means all third-order diagrams 
whereas Total is the sum of alt two-body topologies through third-order in (!. All entries in MeV. 

CP -2nd :ird Total 

1)1 hn hn hi: h,: -1.005 -0.821 -1.396 0.(X)8 •2.393 
10 •0.334 -0.4.31 -0.772 -0.245 -1.351 
01 hi: hi: A/.' hi: -2.264 -0.295 -0.620 0.717 -2.167 
10 1.407 -0.610 -0.524 -0 .020 0.863 

01 / - / - • hn I'll: I'I/: -0.510 -0.301 -0.534 -0.023 •1.067 
II) -0.095 -0.267 -0.410 -0.168 -0.074 
01 fm hi: I'M! I'll: -0 .530 -0.153 -0.278 0.165 -0.643 
II) 0.119 0.069 0.058 -0.056 0.120 
I I I /./.• hi: hi: / • • / - • -0.351 •0.576 -1.057 -0 141 •1.548 
I I I -0.135 -0.23.3 -0.396 -0.435 -0.965 
I I I /./: hn / ' • / : I'll! -0.603 -0.120 - 0 2 8 4 0.211 -0.676 
10 11.011 •01190 0.022 II.OIX 0.05 1 
I I I / I.n I'M: I'M: • 0 2 3 1 •0.171 • 0 3 3 3 0.035 -0 .530 
I I I •0.IM5 •0.115 0 162 •11.1164 -0.271 
01 I'll: I'm I'll: I'll: •1.027 -0.159 •0.335 •II 170 •1.732 
10 •0.575 •0.076 •0.265 •0.244 • 1.084 

01 1' < : I ' I : : I ' I , : I'M: •1 310 -II. 1 39 •0 245 .0 130 • 1 684 
I I I 0 670 0 009 0 0 1 5 I) MX 1 0.30 
01 I'I : I'M: I'M: I'M: 0 100 •0 073 •0 174 (1 191 • 0 4 6 8 
I I I •0X23 0 N O •II 180 •0 545 •1 747 
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Tabic 5: Eigenvalues for the T = I and 'J' = 0 systems obtained with the Lee-Suzuki method after 
four iterations. The Q-box has been approximated with the inclusion of all non-foided linked-
valence diagrams through second and third order in the interaction. The eigenvalues are listed 

for excitations up to li/iw- in oscillator energy. All entries in MeV. 

2nd-ordcr 3rd-order Expl 
.IT Bonn A Bonn B Bonn C Bonn A Bonn B Bonn C 

I I ! •2.42 -2.35 •2.26 -2.49 -2.43 -2.34 
Il l -2.1.1 -1.77 -1.47 -2.65 -2.15 -1.75 
.'1 -0.99 -0.1)5 -0.92 -1.06 -102 -0.99 
. i l l -1.05 -11.9(1 -0.77 -1.32 -1.10 -0.94 
II -0.26 -0.26 -0.26 -0.21 -0.22 -0.2.3 
Ml - l . l l l t 0.9X -11.90 -i.2y -1.15 -1.05 
l i l 0.08 0.06 0.05 0.09 0.07 0.05 
7(1 -1.97 -1.S7 -I.HI) -2.37 -2.21 -2.10 

consistent microscopic tlescnptmn nt low energy spceira. 

4.2 Sp in- tensor decomposition of (he effective interaction 

In section ivut we discussed a mechanism which qualitatively explained why a potential wriih 
a weak tensor lorce introduced more attraction tn the calculation nt encrg> spectra of nuclei. 
The results we have presented lor IIK: />/ shell in lite precccding subserous, clearly indicate 
I hat poleniials with a weak icnsnr Inrce tend In introduce moa* binding, diough a weak tensor 
loae. like fmiaHi.il A rcsulicd in loo lughl) hound spectra in me / n *. hannel To gam a 
more cju^niii.ui'.c insight uiiu ihe nature nt the j l lccmc inicraclion. uc perlonn a spin tensor 
decoinpoMtion ul sume ol the elleelise interaction-, we have discussed In tv more specific: we 
decompose ihe hare i •' inainn lor all three pnieniiak in ihe / / / shell. Mine the ' -' matrix depends 
only on one isnspin value, unit rar} in the ellecltve tute r actum to second or htglicr tinier, where 
different isosptn values are mixed in ihe inientiediate stales ol the various ding ram v Secondly, 
we will ilctnmpnsc tin ellechve inicractions obtained with the Lcc Su/uki method employing 
a third order ij hot .uul including excitations of t\h~- in oscillator energy Such spin-tensor 
decompositions nl Ihe elleclivc interaction luve mainly been earned nut lor **/ shell nuclei 
[A 1, AH, f»2|. though a recent work by Ktcliter ft at | 6 3 | reports a decomposition of cmpmcally 
denved cttecliu' mairu elements lor lite /»/ SIKII 

Another reason lor carrying out such a spin tensor dciompOM.. m ol the cllcctivc interaction, 
is lo get an assessincni ol llie Icalurcs which have In be imorpnraicd min elteciivc interactions 
for heavier nuclei These effective interaciions arc not easily calculable Irom many body theory 

-3.12 
-2.57 
-1.60 
-1.69 
-0.37 
-1.67 
0.07 

-2.56 
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due to the many single-particle degrees of freedom. 
The effective interaction discussed in the previous subsections is a scalar two-body operator. 

A general scalar two-body operator V can be written as 

V = £ > = £ C<*'.Q<*>, (34) 
k k 

where the operators C , f c * and Q(*> arc irreducible spherical tensor operators of rank k, acting in 
spin and coordinate space, respectively. The value of A- is limited to k- < 'Z, with k = 0 referring 
to the central component of the two-body operator. The values of k = I and k = 2 arc called 
the spin-orbit and the tensor components, respectively. 

In this work we interpret the two-body matrix elements of V* in the representation of the 
l.S-coupling scheme as done by Wildcnthal. Brown and co-workers |4X, (>3J and Hosaka and 
Toki (641. This representation allows lor a more dircci comparison with the NN interaction, which 
is expressed in terms of partial waves. The l.S-coupled matrix clement of a given component A: 
((n.i)i.S.f'r1 l\ ;i - , /M/ . \ . / '7) . with n - > ; , / , ' , is related to the corresponding matrix elements 
of the total interaction in the j j - schc ine by 

yjil + *...()! I + ^ > l I ' ' ' J 

x j j - i r ' . ^ / '', ,\ ,' } £ {„h\I.S.I){vd\LlS'.l) 

x / i l + f, 01 I + * /) U ub\JT\ V \i r,i i./ / • ) . 
(.T>) 

The quantum numbers of the /..V-cniipled main* elements derived from cq i2H) and their re
spective numbering arc displayed in the appendix lor isospin / = I). 

The reason wc omn the / I channel is the fact that the differences between trie leasor and 
central components ol the Bonn A. B and ( ' potentials are negligible, irrespective of whether we 
use the bare f. matrix or the re norm ali m l US interaction. 

Wc pre sen l our results lor the central component obtained with the decomposition of cq. (35) 
tor / l> in he. M The upper parts ol this ligurc shows the decomposition ohtaincd with the 
bare (• mains nnl>. whereas I IK* timer pjrt dipslats I he L.S results The results lor the tensor 
component are presented in a similar way m dg I.4» 

Rom these figures we sec thai ihc ililferciK.es in cither central or tensor pan of cq. OM 
oblained with the three potentials is almost negligible, irrespective ol whether wc use Ihc bare 
{,' ma lm or the n-normalised effective interaction This conclusion is rather divtaptuniing il wc 
wish lo obtain a quantitative measure ol e g . ihc differing tensor forces in a medium starting 
from the above bare potential*. Wc therefore nmtlutic that it u not the ternor i omptment of ihf 
(i mam i whit h wvex rise to thf different e.% in hmiltnx enew\ for the three potentials Rather, the 
quantity of «Merest is ihc quenching of the temm component ol ihc bare potential in a medium, 
.is exposed in section two 

Having answered in negative ihc tin) qucxiion we posed JI the beginning of this subsection, 
i c whether the decomposition in eq t VM could reproduce in J quantitative way the differences in 
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the bare potentials, we do however observe that all potentials yield central or tensor components 
(or spin-orbit components) which differ negligibly. This is actually an interesting observation 
because it implies that we can parametrize an effective interaction in terms of its central, spin-orbit 
and tensor components. The properties of such an empirical interaction can in turn be studied 
for heavier nuclei, mass systems lo which the present many-body techniques become unfeasible. 
Results from such a parametrization are in progress [65]-

4.3 Calc ium isotopes with more than two valence nucleons 

Wc conclude our discussion on the derived effective interactions by employing the two-body 
matrix elements in ihc calculation of the eigenvalues for nuclei with more than two valence 
nuclcons. Here wc limil our attention to certain calcium isotopes, i.e. M f ' « , A*C'a and A6Ca 
and finally wc also include M.SV. The effective interactions we use arc those obtained by using 
ihc LS method with a third-order (,)-box and by including all excitations up to Mi*j in oscillator 
energy in the evaluation of the adhering diagrams. 

The reason wc include ".SY in our discussion, is the fact that for this nucleus wiui T = 1. die 
.IV - It) two-body matrix elements, discussed above in connection with the increased binding 
provided by a potential with a weak tcasor force, come into play, Fo' " f '« . which has isospin 
T - 2. these nialrix elements do not occur. It is therefore instructive to compare the spectra 
obtained with atl three Bonn potentials for these two nuclei. To analyse the predictive power of 
our matrix elements wc also include some eigenvalues for ASC'a and "V 'u. The spectra were 
calculated using a recent code [66) A comparison with the experimental dala frum [67J including 
the Coulomb corrections of Richter et at. | 6 3 | is also added. 

Our results tor the low-lying A4("a and M.SV spectra arc shown in figs. 16 and 17, respectively. 
In these ligurcs wc also include some of the second-excited slates for a given JT combination, 
in order to understand whether sonic of these stales represent configurations not included in our 
model space As is well known, near closed shells the interplay between spherical and deformed 
configurations is important. To obtain a complete description of Ihc low lying spectra, slates 
representing sn called intruder stales should he included in the model -span* Though, it is a 
problem ol Us own in assess how good an approximation j \phcncal basi-, is 

In tig. lf> wc noic ilul all potentials yield results with only minor tJillcreiR.es. as already 
observed tor '•< n. with potential A yielding the largcM binding energy Wc also notice that 
none of the potentials reproduce prunerly ihc second 0* . '„'* and 1* slates, indicating thai these 
slates »;c candidates tor intruder states Actually, though the agreement with the data for the 
sphcncaJ states is rather good, there is still enough room tor corrections lor intruder stales. 

For " s < . wc observe from tig I? thai though the Bonn A poicniul gives a result which 
is close to iln- experimental value, ihc lowcsi lying J 1 is too strong I > hound The problem 
wc observed in ihc discussion t»l the tl III channel for i l s , is also a l iened in the spectra 
of ",Si The correct ordering of the Male* »s however restored if wc jppty cilhcr ihc Bonn B 
or C potentials, tending support lo our suggestion thai a potential with too weak a tensor force 
gives JI 11) matni elements which are KM» attractive For trus nucleus as well wc sec that the 
second I" siaic is not reproduced by ihc /»/ model space This stale may he on intruder state 
Again it is worth noting that Ihc agreement with ihc data for the spherical tonnguraijøm %<% good, 
ami for ihc jbovc two nuclei, the agreement w heiter than thai reached by Richter rt al | 6 3 | 
through empirically derived matrix elements As mentioned prcvmmly. the latter author* ignored 
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admixtures from intruder states in [heir fitting procedure. Accounting lor such admixtures could 
then very well spoil their agreement widi the data. 

I 4| M\t ( 4U.K7» I-4D.W) (-41 7tl) 

A B C Expi 

Figure 17 Jiu- lo* l\u\ti " s . spri tru rehttivt'tt> '"/'*; Lfturmf ti> m thv /i/rw*»tu figure 

We end tin-. >uriM.-Lli<)ii rn «li^p|jvut|; in ijhle n ihc rc\uh\ fur j | | Umr nuJei deluding limte 
sUlcs whn.li are fi('fiM.iUi-iJ h> uilruiler MJI I> Hk." >uinc remark diMu-vMil in innnctlioti with 
"( '«i apply h» ' • " ami '"' " Die agreement unit ihc ILIIJ i*> vjii \ | j i ini\ vucpl lor '"' »i 

5 Conclusions 

In this work \*e luve revicweil M:vcrjl pcrturbalivc moil) hndy icihnit|uet wlin.li JJC jppmpnjic 
lu reproduce on die*, live inieratlmn in lim energy nuv lear phytio Moreover, in ukubic the 
reaction maim '< ihree rvteni version-* i»l ihc Bonn poicniijN ilcliivtl in rd [7|. Iu*e been 
used We I IM he to* our mam IOIHIUMOII I 

• (hint order conirihuhntin loihe cllcitm* interaction an: importanl amKaji tmi he neglected 

• F tie part Kit ^umnulnm sthenic ol the InlUcd dijgrarm ininnluccij n> lee and -Su/uki 116| 
yields a rather rapul emergence of the effective interaction 

• The Bonn A potential, with Ihc wctihcil tcivmr force MUKCIIMC* Um> much binding in Ihe 
f I ID thannel. where** for Ihc remaining eigemialcv •» fwnl rcpniJiKiinn of ihc dtfa 
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Tabic 6: Experimental and theoretical results for nuclei with more than two valence nucleons 
obtained with the Bonn A. B and C potentials. For the excited states we display the excitation 
energies relative to the ground state. All entries in MeV. 
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can be achieved insofar as one accounts for so-called intruder stales. It must however be 
remarked that the results we have presented have been obtained using a harmonic oscillator 
basis for the single-particle wave functions. With a BHF basis, potential A might turn out 
10 be the best candidate. 

• Throughout the last three years, we have, together with collcgucs at Tubingen, Stony Brook, 
Barcelona and Los Alamos, carried out several invcsiigatioas of the nuclear many-body 
problem, employing conventional techniques, in order to assess the various features of 
the NN potential in the medium. At present we would like hi conclude mat the Bonn 
meson-exchange potential models offer lo dale the most consist en I starting point for a 
nuclear structure calculation. There are however still many open problems, such as the 
reproduction of the single -panicle energies, or the simultaneous description of binding 
energy and charge radius for die ground slate of light nuclei. Another problem which has 
been much discussed recently is whether ihc masses of the nuclcons and the mesons should 
be modilicd in ihe medium, as advocated by die authors in rei \2l>\. We feci tempted here 
to state thai these effects arc not yet fully understood, and thai one should, as far as possible, 
investigate the conventional many-body approach, before introducing new effects. 
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Appendix 
ln tabic 5 wc list the A.S'-schcme quantum numbers for i 
inc evaluation of cq. (35). 

isospin T = 0 used in figs. 14 and 15 in 

Tabic 7: The quantum numbers of the matrix elements in the LS-schemefor isospin T = 0. The 
numbers in the too rightmost columns refer to the numbering in figs. (N) and (15) for the central 
(.\'ci and tensor (X yl components. 
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when in is odd ((/ = 2 mod I). 

In the .'! dimensional case, i.i. ti = 1, we recover tile resu't of Trottier |38] for the 

stable mode contribution in his«u(3) model without having had to deal explicitly with 

the divergent integral in equation (!)7). In [58], the entire unstable mode was discarded 

and the author claims that the procedure is supported by lat'ice calculations in four 

dimensions. It is known that the contribution from ihis mode plays an important 

role in securing asymptotic freedom in four dimensions[2l], thus it is important to 

actually evaluate the term which was dropped from equation (8!)). 

In the four dimensional case, we obtain the exact one-loop expression for the stable 

. ^ ^ T , , ^ . / / ! ^ ^ 

1 •\\-Ul\B-fl\? 7 - 7 + 1 (lo:i) 

where 7 is Killer's number. Applying this to .««(2) and approximating the above term 

in square brackets we see that, if we choose the normalization such that Trg| W- II\ = 

'IcII where < is the coupling constant and // the magnetic field in the notation of 

Savvidy and Nielsen [59, 21],then ivc obtain the result for the stable contribution: 

&«rWi) • 0.510 (101) 

When added to the real contribution which arises from the unstable mode, this gives 

the result quoted by Savvidy. Sec equation (110) for comparison. 
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